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Ripening of the FIG TREE vs TYRANNY

FFWPU Tiptoes Away from OBD Teachings

As they passed by in the morning, they saw the fig tree withered

away to its roots. And Peter remembered and said to him, “Rabbi,

look! The fig tree that you cursed has withered.”  And Jesus

answered them, “Have faith in God.  Truly, I say to you, whoever
says to this mountain, ‘Be taken up and thrown into the sea,’ and
does not doubt in his heart, but believes that what he says will

come to pass, it will be done for him.  Therefore I tell
you, whatever you ask in prayer, believe that you have

received it, and it will be yours. And whenever you stand
praying, forgive, if you have anything against anyone, so
that your Father also who is in heaven may forgive you your

trespasses.” Mark 11:20-25

Without human beings, God cannot be liberated through love. This means that through
parents having filial children, their realm of heart is liberated; through having patriots,
kings are liberated; through having saints, the world-level president is liberated; and
through having divine sons and daughters accomplish everything as His object partners of
love by fulfilling the way of the filial child, God can be liberated. Only when this is

achieved can God be liberated. This is an amazing message. SMM, 4/8/1997, CSG 2438

Hello Richard,
When Jesus entered Jerusalem he came humbly on a
donkey, definitely not what was expected for someone
claiming to be the King from the lineage of David. He
initially was proclaiming the coming of God’s Kingdom. If
accepted, Jesus would have established a bastion of
freedom and righteousness.

As stated in 1 Corinthians 2:8, if the leaders of this world had known, they would
not have crucified the Lord of Glory. He was murdered because of the
faithlessness of the people. It took place during the waning of the increasingly
immoral Roman Empire. The pharisees and Sadducees were collaborating with
the Roman rulers.  With the growing state, there was more corruption and
payoffs, leading to more distrust and polarization.

In Illinois, starting on January 1, arson, kidnapping and 2 nd degree homicides
will no longer be "detainable" crimes. During the Covid 19 lockdowns, we saw
the culture of reporting on neighbors who gathered more than the permitted
number of people at home.

Jesus manufactured a weapon for "assault," a scourge to whip moneychangers.
Jesus cursed the fig tree, the symbol of the chosen people. 
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Couples who are struggling often pray for God to “remove the mountain from my
spouse’s heart,” but pray first about the need to change your own heart. This was
the 2nd Queen’s advice to young Queens. Reconciling gives God’s joy. Romance
your wife. Create a good environment for your children!

If he had lived, Jesus would have promoted creating strong, healthy marriages.
Forgiving releases you from your own emotional prison.

We are in a tribulation period in America and the world. The goal is to crash
existing currencies and replace them with a digital currency that can be turned
off if you violate a mandated policy.

We have seen the Biden administration targeting MAGA Republicans and the
Project Veritas videos of the Greenwich school district assistant principal
speaking about hiring only pro-LGBTQ teachers and staff.   

We are born with male or female chromosomes. Each of us is called to grow up
into a mature man or woman. But in many states progressive educators are
pushing to give children the right to make catastrophic decisions without
parental consent.

Increasingly we see many countries adopting a Communist Chinese model of
totalitarian repression including the disarming of the population and control of
the food supply. Recently we have seen Amish farmers threatened with fines and
prison for selling raw milk. 

While we must be prepared to resist tyranny, good people should not initiate
violence. We are in the phase of political conflict where there is still a chance to
push back against repression through awakening the patriotism and common
sense of the American people.

America’s founders knew that by rebelling against the rule of the British
monarchy, they were risking their lives. Pray and prepare. Go beyond fear of
death. As America goes, the world will go. Cling to God. Let us remember our
roots and who we are as a nation. But as you prepare, don’t be consumed with
fear. Don’t forget to take time to enjoy your marriage and family.
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*****************

FFWPU Tiptoes Away from OBD Heresy

It seems that the Family Federation has begun to distance itself from the OBD
lecture series taught by Jin Chun Kim on April 19 and 20, denounced by Young
Hwi Kim at the end of June. As their “Official Memo” states: the International
Headquarters wishes to clarify that, from a doctrinal point of view, [the
presentations given to international leaders in Korea on April 19 and 20]
do not represent the International Headquarters’ official position, and
the lecture series was stopped.” (see statement below)

What is not said is that Family Fed leaders were required to attend these
lectures at the direction of Hak Ja Han. It has been 10 years since True Father’s
passing and it looks like Unificationist leaders are beginning to wake up to the
reality that brothers and sisters are not buying Hak Ja Han’s heresies which
include the vilification of True Father Sun Myung Moon.

Heavenly Parent`s Holy Community
Family Federation for World Peace and Unification
Official Memo: Ref. No. FFWPUI 2022-311
To: Cheon Eui Won Chairs, Regional Presidents, Sub-regional
Presidents, National Presidents Heads of Providential Organizations

4. Even during all of these devoted efforts, leaders in the regions are
reporting and asking about unwarranted rumors circulating that are
hurtful to the True Parents, who are the eternal tradition and faith of the
Unification Movement. In light of such inquiries, the FFWPU
International Headquarters would like to share the following guidelines:

5. First, the presentations given to the international leaders in Korea on
April 19 and 20 reflect a personal expression of faith and research results
of an individual researcher, rather than embodying the full scope of True
Parents’ will and intention. Furthermore, the International Headquarters
wishes to clarify that, from a doctrinal point of view, they do not
represent the International Headquarters’ official position, and the
lecture series was stopped.

Let us pray that all Unificationists, many of whom sacrificially dedicated many
decades of their lives, return to True Father's original, unadulterated words, lineage
and teachings. They may also want to reflect on the connection between the ongoing
harsh persecution of brothers and sisters in Japan and the Family Federation's
embrace and promotion of the Han Mother's teachings, which it now seems they are
beginning to abandon. 

******************* 
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FFFC “Save the Nation” Conference – October 7, 2022
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Donate to the Unification Sanctuary!
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Order this powerful, life-changing book today!
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Unification Sanctuary Financial Reports

Support the "Save America, Guard the World" Campaign!
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New Resources for Matching and Blessing

Sanctuary Matching Site

Sanctuary Blessing Site

**********

Jesus and True Father are One 
by Kerry Williams

Order on Amazon.com

**********
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"Since humankind has received satanic blood, people
cannot return to God on their own. So the Messiah
must accomplish absolute restoration of the lineage,
renewing the bloodline that was defiled by Satan. This
transition must be made. This is why the Messiah must
surely come."

January 7, 1988, Cheon Seong Gyeong, p. 127, 172-53,
1988.1.7

Father's Words on the 2nd Advent, his heir,
and Mother's Responsibility

ORDER
Rod of Iron KINGDOM

Print or eBook Now!

**********

Sanctuary Online Store

**********

Sign Up for Weekly
Sanctuary Emails!

*********** 
May God bless you and your families! 

Sincerely,
Richard

Richard A. Panzer, Ph.D., President
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World Peace and Unification Sanctuary - USA

Sanctuary Audio Podcasts, Rod of Iron Kingdom Live Broadcasts***
ROI Kingdom Broadcasts on Rumble , Rod of Iron Ministries

SanctuaryBlessedLife.org, FreedomFaithAndFamily.org
ChristKingdomGospel.org  Sanctuary on Vimeo

Unification Sanctuary website, 
 Spanish Sanctuary Sermons, Sanctuary on Facebook

Korean Sermons on Youtube, Sanctuary Church - Japan

"Sanctuary Church" is short-hand for "World Peace and Unification Sanctuary" which
is from calligraphy on a scroll presented to Hyung Jin Moon by his father, Rev. Sun
Myung Moon. The purpose of the "World Peace and Unification Sanctuary, Inc." is to
"preserve and propagate the Biblically-based teachings of Reverend Sun Myung
Moon."
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